**Movie Review**

*Citizen Kane* - *Genesis of Modern Technique; Single Greatest Picture*  
*By Paul James*

This movie review appears in the Albany Student Press. It recounts the insights of a student about the film *Citizen Kane*, focusing on its revolutionary techniques and historical significance. The review is submitted by Paul James, a student who provides his perspective on the film, which is highly regarded in the history of cinema.
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'Once Upon A Mattress' Comes To Page Stage Next Weekend

The Revue is coming along really well. We'll be going into dress rehearsal this Sunday night, so everybody should be ready to see Frid or 8:15 both nights. As usual, only all-student organized production of the season. The Revue this year brings its adaptation of the 19th century Italian composer Gaetano Donizetti's comic opera, "L'elisir d'amore." The first act will be a lively opera premiere sung in Italian with English subtitles. The second act will be a lively cabaret show interspersed with musical numbers. The Revue is directed by Sue Murphy, with an orchestra conducted by Vincent Persichetti. Persichetti is the son of the famous composer Gian Carlo. The Revue will be presented in the Page Hall stage.

Tickets will be available in the lower purse, Monday through Thursday. The price will be $1.25 per person.

Hills Cleaners
Seat Belt Safe Lives!
Buckle Up for Safety!

First Senate Session (More...)

The first meeting of the University Senate was held in the Page Hall stage. The Senate met to discuss and vote on various items, including the approval of the budget for the upcoming academic year. The senators also discussed the need for increased funding for the arts and cultural programs. The President of the Senate, Sue Murphy, called for a vote on the budget, which was approved unanimously. The senators then moved on to discuss the need for increased security measures on campus. The President called for a vote on the proposed security measures, which was also approved unanimously.
Strike Back at Polls

Through the action of the Assembly Warren and House Committee, headed by Fred W. Preller, all fee tuition bills have been stopped in one way or another. From an examination of the membership of this committee, which is stacked in favor of the Republicans, several conclusions can be drawn and used most effectively at the voting polls.

Voting on the tuition bills usually follows party lines. Although all voting in the Assembly committee is secret, it can be assumed that all the Republicans were against the issue of free tuition.

The most effective weapon that can be used by students against this undesirable legislation, is a vote against the number of students enrolled at the school. For these students who are not eligible to vote, much can be done by influencing parents, and friends.

The Republicans on this committee, and their respective districts are as follows: Fred W. Preller, Queensbury; Paul L. Paff, Cohoes; Les A. Lawrence, Herkimer; Jerry W. Block, Schenectady; John E. Johnson, Plattsburg; Paul B. Banks Jr., Monroe; William H. Stephenson, Putnam; John K. Wilson, Jefferson; Frank E. Moors, Sullivan; Kenneth L. Wilson, Ulster; Philip B. Chase, Montgomery; Philip L. Brown, Brewster; Schenectady; and John D. Farnsworth, Nassau.

Senate Representation Illegal
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**Junior Weekend — Another Exciting Event in the Short History of the Class of ’65**

**Prescribed Mathematics**  

Remember Frank William's famous question: "What's the answer to the problem?" For the class of 1965, it was: "We're not sure."

Mr. William's math problems were not the only challenges faced by the class. They had to work together to overcome the unique tasks presented by the new campus.

"Tradition" — we kidnapped the girls. In May, we "moved up." Pat, to eat, waiting... That was the year of the name game. Frosh girls' dreams were..." but it did not turn out well. Others elected to continue with math courses.

"Verdant Freshmen Study"  

Second semester, our class continued with the same problems, but still did not produce a satisfactory result. Many frosh were sent to the college, resulting in a dilution of the student body.

"New Old Publicity"  

Larry Coleman? Sue Gaifney? You campus were first released... 300... "camp." Complete transition was..."

"Gay Young Red Devils In Sophomore Ed Classes"  

"President Rick Talks to Juniors"  

"The Jolly Juniors Prepare for Student Teaching, Weekend"  

"Thirteen Red Devils Become Black-Robed MYSKANIA Members in Page Ceremonies"
Laotians Showed Reluctance to Press Guerrilla War

"It was during these mortar duels that things got hairy," Jack continued. "A 6.2 mortar sounds like a freight train coming down on top of you."

Lighting another cigarette, Jack went on to say that those men in his team were killed in Laos. The team leader, Captain Man, and Sergeant Bubba and Ritter. They were killed in a village overrun by the Pathet Lao.

The full details were never known but apparently Captain Man was killed during the attack. Bubba and Ritter were apparently wounded and later bled to death because they were not able to march.

Two more men were killed later in south Viet Nam. They were Sergeant Eastman and Lieutenant David P. Loner. Composed Situation

Loo was a confusing situation. People in light another cigarette, Jack continued, "In late March or early April, 1961, Captain Cong Lee tried to pull a coup d'etat. He entered Vientiane with the Pathet Lao and attempted to take the capital."

"Cong's forces didn't have the American equipment," Jack went on, "and nearly killed off all of us. Eventually they were forced out of"...
KB Clinches League Championship
Apaches Win League II Crown

We have recently been bombarded by several angry ASA* team members as to the handling of their protests. The ASA Board of Directors expressed concern in a recent, formal, meeting. Although the ASA as a whole does not have the authority to alter the results of games, the ASA Board, if presented with valid and compelling evidence, is entitled to judge the protest and act accordingly. We have therefore decided to reinstate the protests as outlined in the following paragraphs.

RUSH TRIPPLE

The protest was made to reinstate the results of the game between the ALA and the LIU. The game was played on March 7, and the result was 3-2. The ALA protested the result, stating that the LIU had committed a rule violation during the game. The ASA Board, after reviewing the evidence, ruled in favor of the ALA and ordered the game to be played again.

GRAPPLES DEFEND HOBART FINISH WITH 5-6 RECORD

The Grapplers compiled a 21-10 victory against the Hobart Bears in a record-breaking performance. In the match, the Grapplers scored an unprecedented 5-6 record. The Grapplers were led by Art Kapner, who scored 15 points. The match was a testament to the Grapples' dedication to the sport and their ability to perform under pressure.

FEDS END YEAR WITH 11-11 RECORD

The Fedstix finished the season with a 11-11 record. The team was led by Coach Williams, who gave an interview to the press after the last game of the season. The team's performance was highlighted by a victory over the rival Hobart Bears, which boosted their confidence going into the off-season.

State College Cup

Winners

Personal Library Contest

First Prize - $50
Edward J. Brovarski

$15 Prizes
Gaye Frusceone
Paul Jensen (2)
Milton G. Williams (3)
Joe Gomez (5)
Bruce Daniels (2)
Ronald Bretsch
Sue Murphy

Hamming It Up

by Bob Fritton

Winning the AAU Men's Singles title is none other than Dick Kimball himself. To the delight of the crowd, Dick, who was already leading by a point in the third set, scored the final point to win the match. His victory earned him the championship in the AAU Men's Singles category.

The Unknowns scored 2410 in a thrilling match against Vinnie's Sub Shop. The match, which was held at the Lake House, was a highlight of the season. The Unknowns' success was attributed to their strong team spirit and dedication to the sport.

Fencers Lose First

Albany State's Swimmer who compiled an 11-11 record this season.

Gain: Defeat Hobart Finish with 5-6 Record

Fielding: The Fedstix's victory against the Hobart Bears in a record-breaking performance. In the match, the Fedstix scored an unprecedented 5-6 record. The match was a testament to the Fedstix's dedication to the sport and their ability to perform under pressure.

Feds End Year With 11-11 Record

Crossett, O'Donovan Stand Out

The Fedstix finished the season with a 11-11 record. The team was led by Coach Williams, who gave an interview to the press after the last game of the season. The team's performance was highlighted by a victory over the rival Hobart Bears, which boosted their confidence going into the off-season.

ASP

*****

Sports

Bob And Dan Zeh, Basketball Duo; Albany's Brothers From The Catskills

The team competed against several opponents throughout the season, including the Catskills and the Brothers. The Catskills were known for their strong defense and their ability to keep the ball away from their opponents. The Brothers, on the other hand, were known for their offensive skills and their ability to score points quickly.

Albany Frosh Join Conference; Coach Williams Gives Approval
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**Theatre Review**

**Weak, Superficial Characterization Undermines Impact of 'The Flies'**

by Paul James

The Flies, prepared to the University Theatre, is presently an exercise in superficiality. Though the plot is capable, the cast, the direction, and the stage production are awash with material that undermines any attempt to state the work of the playwright, Jean Giraudoux.

Much of the action is directed towards an abstract concept of alienation and the age-old battle between the instincts of man and his need for social order. In this respect, the setting is 1951 and the flayed sheep can be interpreted as the symbols of destruction and disunity. The position of the director is to attempt to interpret the theme through the portrayal of the characters. In this case, the characters are very weak and the attempt of the director to make them into something else is not successful.

Giraudoux's play is a study of man's innate desire for freedom and order. The conflict between these two principles is dramatized through the character of Aeschylus, who is the symbol of order. The play is divided into four acts, each of which is devoted to a different aspect of the conflict. The first act shows the conflict between the gods and the mortals, and the second act is devoted to the conflict between science and religion. The third act is set in the future, and the fourth act concludes the story of Aeschylus.

Giraudoux's play is a study of man's innate desire for freedom and order. The conflict between these two principles is dramatized through the character of Aeschylus, who is the symbol of order. The play is divided into four acts, each of which is devoted to a different aspect of the conflict. The first act shows the conflict between the gods and the mortals, and the second act is devoted to the conflict between science and religion. The third act is set in the future, and the fourth act concludes the story of Aeschylus.

In conclusion, The Flies is an exercise in superficiality. The attempt of the director to interpret the theme through the portrayal of the characters is not successful. The characters are very weak, and the plot is capable. The play is divided into four acts, each of which is devoted to a different aspect of the conflict. The first act shows the conflict between the gods and the mortals, and the second act is devoted to the conflict between science and religion. The third act is set in the future, and the fourth act concludes the story of Aeschylus.